ZUCCHINI
DRAUGHT SELECTION
JUST BEER
DARLING BREW - WESTERN CAPE
Nothing is as agreeable as a beer. It's the one thing that ties most, if not all,
South African social gatherings together. It’s just malt, hops and water. It’s JUST Beer. 5.7% ALC

BONE CRUSHER
DARLING BREW - WESTERN CAPE
A frosted Belgian Wit Beer with a distinctive candied orange nose. Edgy and refreshing in taste with
all the spicy richness and ﬁnishes with a lingering bitterness. 5.2% alc
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GOLD MEDAL AFRICAN BEER CUP 2019

GYPSY MASH
DARLING BREW - WESTERN CAPE
A red ale, with a striking rusty colour. Spicy hops balances with malty sweetness and a fruity aroma.
Exceptionally smooth. A low bitterness makes this a sessionable, all-season ale. 4% ALC

JONNI GIN & TONIC
WESTERN CAPE
The pink gin is created using a cider base and is triple distilled and infused with
beautiful botanicals to allow for a smooth taste. 5% alc
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All four draught options in tasting glasses of 130ml each

BOTTLE SELECTION
BUCHU GIN AND TONIC
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DRIFTER BREWING COMPANY - WESTERN CAPE
A craft gin and tonic made with local gin that has been infused with buchu, a plant only
found in South Africa and believed by the traditional Khoisan people to be a “miracle herb”.
The sweet herbal ﬂavour of the gin pairs perfectly with the custom tonic water. 4% alc

FRASIER FOLLY - WESTERN CAPE
A nose of bold coffee, caramel and dark chocolate with smoked intense coffee,
caramel and chocolate ﬂavours, with a dry ﬁnish. 5% alc

THE RUBY JEWEL - GRAPEFRUIT
DARLING BREW - WESTERN CAPE

With ﬂavours of grapefruit and aronia derived from natural essential oils,
the beer mix is refreshing and light with just the right amount of
sweetness to balance the bitterness of the slow-brewed beer. 2.6% alc

CLOUDY CIDER

EVERSON'S CIDER - WESTERN CAPE
Freshly pressed cloudy apple juice from Elgin, slightly sweeter than traditional cider but very
delicious. 4% ALC

